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Yachts
PAMPERING ON
THE OPEN SEA
Superyachts have long been seen as
the epitome of elite traveling, enabling
globe-trotting adventurers to reach
far-flung destinations in the utmost
luxury and comfort. Combine this with
thoughtfully designed spas, beach clubs
and wellness areas featuring the latest in
health and well-being technology, and
you have luxury vacation perfection

Icon’s spectacular glassbottomed pool, sunbathing
area and beach club

We love… Icon
Icon’s stern was extended by 16 ft to
accommodate a spectacular glassbottomed pool, sunbathing area and beach
club. This roomy relaxation area is
completed by a hammam, sauna and
state-of-the-art gym, with an on-board
trainer offering bespoke fitness sessions.
Icon is available to charter from
$540,000 per week
camperandnicholsons.com
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TAKE THREE///
RELAXING YACHTS
1. Sherakhan
Sherakhan’s style credentials are complemented
by the ultimate wellness area, the Spa de la Sirène.
Beautifully designed, it is furnished with a cold-water
pool, hot-water Jacuzzi and Finnish sauna. There
is also a massage area where guests can enjoy a
Swedish, hot-stone or Balinese massage throughout
their stay on board.
Sherakhan is available to charter from
$385,000 per week. Unlimited Yacht Charter,
sherakhan.com, y.co, fraseryachts.com
2. Legend
Legend’s ice-breaking capabilities enable her to cruise
to the most remote destinations on the planet, so
guests can enjoy the stunning scenery of Antarctica
before retiring to the calm of the Balinese spa on
board. Featuring a sauna, cold-water bath and
dedicated massage room, Legend also has a Jacuzzi
that accommodates 18 guests.
Legend is available to charter from
$495,000 per week. camperandnicholsons.com
3. Royal Rubin
The lower deck of Royal Rubin is home to a wellness
area that competes with some of the most
sophisticated spa hotels in the world. Offering a
journey through traditional wellness experiences,
Royal Rubin has a Turkish steam bath and
aromatherapy area, a Swedish sauna made from
aromatic fir wood, and a massage room. The pool
also has facilities for treadmill swimming with an
adjustable current.
crn-yacht.com

Words Thea Cheney

Reach seventh heaven
on board Silver Angel
Benetti’s Silver Angel features an ultra-modern spa area that
conveniently lies adjacent to the owner’s suite. The yacht boasts
a well-equipped gym, steam room and large mosaic pool with
resistance jets for toning muscles or simply relaxing after a day
of water sports and fun. The yacht also has a massage room, with
an on-board massage therapist ready to knead and manipulate
you into relaxing oblivion.
Silver Angel is available to charter from
$450,000 per week.
camperandnicholsons.com

